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ABSTRACT
Commercial banking sector is considered to be the driving engine of India’s economy (Datta
and Gupta, 2009). Indian banking industry is the biggest employer (Vairagkar, 2014) and
employs nearly 1.2 million people according to the latest statistical reports of the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI database, 2016). The banking and financial services sector has also
witnessed many downturns since the global crisis in 2007. As banks undergo these
transformations, it encounters new risks that demand the need for more advanced and flexible
instruments for risk evaluation, checking and controlling risky exposures. When a customer
with a history of job hopping every year or alternate year applies for loans, banks place the
customer in a ‘high-risk category’. This means that the chances of employer change or
unemployment in the future are high, which leads to loan defaults. Hence, job stability is
clearly an important aspect as far as loan approval is considered.

A major drawback

associated with changing jobs frequently is financial insecurity (Meister, 2012). Banks
therefore need to focus on credit risk management that will focus on the financial instability
of customers due to job hopping. This study analyses the various aspects related to job
hopping and aims to identify if job hopping has any impact on loan sanctioning procedures.

Keywords used: Credit risk management, loan default, non-performing asset, employee
turnover, job instability, job hopping
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter will introduce the reader to the study and the context on which the research was
done. Objectives of the study are discussed in Section 1.2 and the motivation for the research
is explained in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 introduces the reader to the research question and sub
questions. Hypothesis for the study are discussed in Section 1.5. Section 1.6 presents the
research approach, followed by the limitations of the research in Section 1.7 and major
contributions of the study in Section 1.8. Finally, the last section of this chapter, Section 1.9,
provides an overview of the subsequent chapters.
1.1 Background to the Study
1.1.1 A brief history of the Indian banking system
Indian banking has a history that dates from the 4th century BC. An Indian philosopher by the
name of Kautilya (also known as Chanakya), has mentioned about financial transactions
during their time in his book, “Arthashastra” (Gauba, 2012). This book, which is also
translated as “The Science of Material Gain”, gives enough evidence to prove that lending
and borrowing practices were known even then. However, the present banking system laid its
foundation during the early 18th century when the country was ruled by the British emperors.
This was through the establishment of the Three Presidency Banks from three primary cities
of India – Calcutta (now called Kolkata), Madras (now called Chennai) and Bombay (now
called Mumbai). Even though these three banks and its branches merged in 1921, there were
more private banks coming to the scene by 1913. These include the Allahabad Bank, Punjab
National Bank, Punjab and Sindh Bank, Central Bank of India, Bank of Baroda, and Canara
Bank. Most of these banks are still functioning today and are the supreme banks in the
banking industry. By 1935, there were nearly a thousand banks operating in India, and
demanded the need for a regulatory body to monitor these banks. This led to the
establishment of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). In 1955, the State Bank of India was
formed when the Indian government prioritized development of rural areas. Until then the
banks operated for urban customers, however majority of Indian population were involved in
agriculture. It was soon evident that the State Bank of India alone would not be able to
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achieve economic growth and the government decided to nationalize the banks. Thereafter, in
1969, 84% of the banks were brought under direct government control (Gauba, 2012).

Fig1.1 India’s leading daily reported nationalization of banks in 1969 (Source: fincirc)

More public sector banks were added to the list in the year of 1980. However, initially
banking industry saw deterioration in its performance as the non performing assets (NPAs) of
the previously nationalized banks increased over its profits. Thus the government decided to
bring in more private sector banks and foreign banks to the market. This was the beginning of
the huge transformation for the industry and it has only gone up ever since. The profound
change was possible due to liberalization and financial transformations that have encouraged
banks to investigate new business opportunities. Today, banks in India have offer various
services including “credit cards, consumer finance, wealth management, life and general
insurance, investment banking, mutual funds, pension fund regulation, stock broking
services, et cetera” (Vairagkar, 2014). There are 44 foreign banks, 21 nationalised banks, 20
private sector banks and 6 State Bank of India associates. Public sector banks including the
State Bank of India constitute the largest portion of the industry. The top Indian Banks
primarily consists of the public sector banks and few private sector banks. In terms of growth,
total assets owned by the banking industry have multiplied four times by 2010. In 2015, the
net profit of the banking industry is 891 Billion Rupees (nearly 12 Billion Euros) (RBI
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database, 2016). Moreover, commercial banking sector is considered to be the driving engine
of India’s economy (Datta and Gupta, 2009). Indian banking industry is the biggest employer
(Vairagkar, 2014) and employs nearly 1.2 million people according to the latest statistical
reports of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI database, 2016). The banking and financial
services sector has also witnessed many downturns since the global crisis in 2007. As banks
undergo these transformations, it encounters new risks that demand the need for more
advanced and flexible instruments for risk evaluation, checking and controlling risky
exposures.
1.1.2 Loan sanctioning procedures by Indian Banks over the years
All banks in India scrutinize details of the “prospective borrower” at the time of a loan
application. Employed individuals depend on bank credits such as personal loans, educational
loans, home loans, car loans et cetera. Indian banks have varying eligibility criteria for
individuals who apply for loans, depending on whether they are salaried or self employed.
Along with categories in terms of age, annual income, educational qualification and
profession, banks also consider the total years of experience, change of jobs, and the period
of work experience with the current employer of the individual as an important factor in
determining the amount of loan that the person is eligible for. For certain banks, the city of
residence and the current employer also holds importance.
If a “red flag” is identified, the chances are that the loan application is rejected. Therefore,
only about 40% to 60% of the overall loan application is actually approved by the banks as
quoted by Rishi Mehra, founder of ‘Deal4loans.com’, an online loan comparison site
(Mukherjee, 2013). If the borrower is not able to pay back the money to their respective
lender as calculated, then the credit is said to have “defaulted” and the borrower will have to
face the consequences for the same. Indian banks are cautious about a non-residential
Indian’s loan application (Profit.ndtv.com, 2015). A probable reason is that banks are
doubtful about the continuity of the job overseas. Banks will also be reluctant to sanction a
long term loan if the customer is working in life threatening environments (Profit.ndtv.com,
2015).
India's banking system is dominated by public-sector lenders that account for three-fourths of
the total lending in the country and they also shoulder close to 90% of the country's bad and
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stressed loans, according to the Reserve Bank of India. A leading daily, The Indian Express,
in 2015 reported that 37 Indian banks suffer from an increasing rate of nonperforming assets
compared to the previous year, with the value being 336,685 Rupees. The rise of bad loans
this year is 26.8 per cent compared to 16.9 per cent increase from 2014 to 2015. These high
values of nonperforming assets accounted to fact that the banks had large access to steel,
aviation, mining, infrastructure; real estate sectors (The Indian Express, 2015).
India being a developing country needs to focus on any variation in the performance of its
banking industry as it can affect the economy in either way. Since exposure to credit risk is
the major problems in banks worldwide, banks and their supervisors should be able
implement strategies that would help avoid its consequences.
1.1.3 Job hopping among Indian employees:
Job commitment is greatly impacted by knowledge sharing and training (Priyadarshi, 2013).
Repetitive jobs often leading to boredom, low intervals of breaks because emotional stress
(Deery et al. 2002). Study on Indian customer service representatives revealed that due to de
motivation and feeling of underutilization, job termination rates were higher in BPO’s (Thite,
2008). Mirchandani (2009) observed that employees of Indian call centres often feel stressed
dealing with overseas customers and faking names. India is the favourite destination for
multinational companies worldwide. Birur and Muthiah (2013) conducted research on
turnover intentions of employees who were given offshore opportunities from India through
multinational companies. He observed that 49% of such employees were leaving the
company within two years. Sharma & Singh (2016) did a study on Indian restaurants and
found that employee invincibility has a positive impact on employee turnover. Moreover, a
research conducted in the Indian banking sector revealed that a positive work environment
matters and influence the employees intentions to quit (Ghosh et al, 2015)
A study conducted on 503 samples revealed that Indian employees in common prefer to
negotiate during a conflict in the workplace. However, in India, employee turnover has
increased in all sectors of employment over the past years due to strong economic growth. A
study conducted in 2014, forecasted that the trend of job-hopping is expected to increase over
the next 5 to 10 years (Yiu and Saner, 2014). Research report by Mercer predicted that the
turnover rate in India will spike in 2014 from 26.9% in 2013 (Elkjaer and Filmer, 2015).
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1.2 Research Objectives
Section 1.1.3 indicates that, job hopping is on the rise among younger generations in India.
This research is primarily looking to identify if banks should shift its focus to implement
strategies to avoid risks associated with probable occurrences of loan defaults due to the job
change. The primary objectives for the study are as follows:
Research Objective 1: To identify current loan sanctioning criterion of banks
Research Objective 2: To identify if banks are flexible with regards to loan repayment based
on 3 job hopping scenarios.
Research Question 3: To identify if job hopping has any impact on loan sanctioning
In order to understand the impact on loan sanctioning procedures the current criterion has to
be analysed. This also gives details regarding flexibility of banks with regards to different job
hopping scenarios.
1.3 Motivation for the study
The topic for this study was chosen out of the author’s personal interest and experience of
being a borrower from an Indian Bank. The author had taken a credit herself while she was
working with an employer in India; however when she decided to leave the employer for
higher studies, the source of income got cut off. The researcher herself has had an experience
of a delayed loan repayment during the period where she was unemployed. Although the loan
amount has never been defaulted, the author was anxious to study about the impact on loan
sanctioning procedures when bank customers change jobs. The author also wishes to enter the
banking sector for job. Hence, the researcher hopes that thesis will support her career
aspirations.
India has been chosen for the research due to two reasons. Firstly, India is the fastest growing
country in the world and has a rich history of banking sector control (Demetriades and
Luintel, 1996). Secondly, the period of the research coincides with time where there is a
need for prevention of problems related to bad loans even after the inception of financial
sector reforms. The current scenario of Indian banks, regulated by the Reserve Bank of India
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seems to avoid its downsides and can lead to catastrophic consequences (Bhattacharya et al.,
2015). There is also a demand for keeping up pace with the current generation needs.
1.4 Research questions
This study is primarily based on the below research question:
Q: What is the impact on loan sanctioning procedures of Indian banks due to rising job
instability among its customers?
The research aims to identify if the loan approval decisions taken by Indian banks are
affected due to job hopping of its customers. The study will analyze the importance of job
instability, and the ways by which it could affect banks in terms of loans offered to individual
customers as well as firms those employs individuals. This information is expected to be
collected from interviews conducted with managers/officials of Indian banks.
1.5 Research hypotheses
The author will be testing following hypotheses formulated for the study:
H0: Job hopping has no impact on loan sanctioning
H1: Job hopping has direct impact on loan sanctioning
H2: Job hopping has indirect impact on loan sanctioning
1.6 Approaches to the Dissertation
The aim of the research is to identify if there is any impact on loan sanctioning procedures by
Indian banks due to rising job hopping. The dissertation has been carried out in different
stages. The first stage of the study included setting up a time frame for doing the research on
the topic. This allowed collecting necessary literature that supports the research as well
identifying the sample to conduct primary research. Once the sample was identified, an
electronic questionnaire was designed online that facilitated easy data collection. The link
was distributed to reach bank employees of different levels with the help of personal and
professional contacts. Social media and professional platforms such as Facebook, Twitter,
Google Plus and LinkedIn were utilized. The next stage was data collection. Closed questions
set in the survey were analyzed using Microsoft Excel. The author has also used open type
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questions in the questionnaire that allowed the respondents to raise opinions without
restrictions. These results obtained from the primary and secondary data are finally gathered
and compiled. The hypotheses are tested and conclusions are deducted. Finally
recommendations provide ideas for future research.
1.7 Limitations of the research
The findings of the study are derived from 21 responses that the researcher received for
online survey. As mentioned in Section 1.1.1, the overall number of banks in India accounts
to 91 including foreign banks, nationalized and private banks. Since the author was in Ireland
during the dissertation period, the online survey link was sent to different bank managers
using their email addresses. Moreover, the research utilizes cross-sectional methodology and
is hence conducted over a small sample of Indian bank branches in Southern India even
though the survey includes few banks from Northern India as well. However, the survey
statistics shows that among 100 total visits to the survey, there were only 69 unique visits.
Certain individuals or head officers of Indian banks might not have been willing to take part
in the survey due to time restrictions or unavailability.
Also, the study is limited to opinion of one or two bank employees of each bank. The
researcher has considered data from employees of more than 8 years of work experience.
Even though the author had foreseen data unavailability at the beginning of the research,
majority of the respondents had willingly given data. Another limitation of the research is
that the employee turnover in Indian organizations might vary in different regions. Hence, the
responses may or may not be influenced by experience or knowledge of the above fact.
The study does not consider situation where the customer is a prospective student and applies
for educational loan in banks. This is primarily due to the fact that the loan sanctioning
procedures are different by banks in that case. Similarly, non residential Indians might also be
dealt differently by the Indian banks when they place loans (Mukherjee, 2013). However,
these cases could be considered for future research as well.
1.8 Major contribution of the Study
The findings of this research will be useful for all financial institutions in improving their risk
assessment criterion and thereby help them to reduce the increasing problem of bad loans or
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credit defaulting. The researcher believes that the findings of this dissertation could provide
useful data implement on bank’s future strategies and recommendations will be given
according to the research result. This could be implemented not only in Indian banking sector
but also in other markets as well since job-hopping and its impacts are becoming more
prominent worldwide.
1.9 Overview of the following chapters
The research report is presented in different chapters as shown below:
Chapter 2 presents all the relevant literatures considered for this study. It explains about job
hopping, and goes in detail about job hopping in India. This is followed by details about
connection between job hopping and financial instability. Finally the chapter discusses abut
credit risk management and its importance in banking.
Chapter Three explains the research methodologies used to complete the research.
Chapter Four is where the data collected from the online survey is taken and analyzed using
necessary graphs and tables.
Chapter Five the conclusions and findings of the study is presented in this chapter. It also
includes the recommendations for future research.
Chapter Six The final chapter is about self reflection where the author critically analyses the
skills pursued during the MBA course and during the period of dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter takes the reader through relevant literature used for the research. This provides
secondary data for the research. The chapter is split into different sections according to
literature categories relevant for the study. The first section 2.1 explains the emerging trends
in employment and gives a brief comparison between the older baby boomers and the young
millennial. This is followed by literature based on job hopping and its determinants in section
2.2. Section 2.3 evaluates financial instability of job hoppers and analyses loan making
decisions by lenders. Finally, section 2.4 discusses what is credit risk management and its
importance in banks.
2.1 Changing Employment Trends
“…Landed in the cradle during an awful recession, learned to walk during the Reagan
recovery, came of age in the booming 1990s, and entered the labor market after the
September 11 attacks and before the Great Recession …”
- ‘Employment and the Millenials’, National Journal (2013)
The leading daily of United States described the millennial generation as stated above.
Millenials, also popularly called the Generation Y, Nexters, or Echo Boomers is a group of
the population that were born during the period ranging from 1980s to 1990s. This accounts
to more than 80 million in number worldwide (Hobart & Sendek, 2014). It constitutes 38% of
the US workforce and is estimated to be 75% of the labor force by 2025 (Rigoni & Nelson,
2016). Tulgan (2016) revealed in his study related to generational shift in workplaces that,
“on the older end of the generational spectrum, the workforce is aging, just as the overall
population is aging.” Japan, Europe and North America are examples for aging workforce. In
addition, the workforce born after 1990’s occupies majority of the employment spectrum
(Figure 1.1). Africa, Latin America, and most of Asia consist of workforce from this segment
(Tulgan, 2016).
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Figure 2.1 Workforce estimation for 2020 (Source: Tulgan, 2016)
Millenials are quick learners and possess technological, interpersonal and entrepreneur skills
that are necessary to curb the market challenges (Motto, 2014). They expect to be trained
about the jobs and appreciated in their workplaces (Behrens, 2009). At the same time, they
have more tolerance to different races, genders, or nationalities. A study conducted by
INSEAD Emerging Markets Institute in Singapore, the HEAD Foundation, and Universum
found that millennial prefer personal development and work life balance over money or status
(Millennial at Work, 2015). Generation Y professionals love challenges and demands wages
or recognition that they feel is appropriate for them.
Evans (2015), studies that the candidates belonging in generation Y choose employers based
on the brand, organizational culture and location. The study revealed that technologically
sound organizations that encourage employees with group works and other professional
development programs are other key points. At the time a workplace conflict generation Y
chose withdrawal as the resolution according to a study by Pareek and Purohit (2010). In
comparison, Baby Boomers gave more preference to confrontation type of approach (Pareek
and Purohit, 2010). Rigoni & Nelson (2016) reported that 21% of the millennial professionals
in the US were changing jobs. According to this study, one in two preferred to take up a new
job for 20% hike or less.
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2.2 Job Hopping and its determinants
Changing employers has become more of a trend now when compared to the older times and
is primarily due to the current economic conditions (The Street, 2016). Employees leaving an
organization can be voluntary or involuntary (Mbah and Ikemefuna, 2012). Voluntary
termination is that which is initiated by the employee, however in involuntary termination the
decision is taken by the company due to reasons such as retirement, dismissal, disability,
death etc. Job hopping or employee turnover is associated with the termination of
employment contract with the employer.
Job hopping has become a normal part of career life for professionals belonging to generation
Y. Tulgan (2016), has predicted that organizations with more of young employees will face a
“retention challenge”, where the young employee who is being invested by the employer for
his or her development will achieve higher levels of ‘negotiating power’ in the labour market.
This makes the young employee more valuable, and will be able to use his ‘negotiating
power’ to serve another employer for higher rewards (Tulgan, 2016). There are many reasons
associated with job hopping. Earlier, employees depended on work to attain financial stability
and raise family without any hindrance. Career progression and the wages also play an
important role in helping the employee to stay longer with the company. Forbes magazine
(2016) reported that even though job hopping might not necessarily help to increase wages.
In an average economic market, the basic increase in wages due to change of jobs given is 8
to 10% according to Salary and Employment report (Hays, 2015). However, currently due to
poor economic conditions the increase is only 5 to 8%. Compared to the older generations,
the young employees look for job satisfaction (The State University of New Jersey, 2012).
According to Daming and Xiaoyun (2010), switching jobs for the new generation has become
the way of “expressing themselves and pursuing their self reflection”. For younger
employees, job hopping helps them to achieve career advancements (Meister, 2012). The
reason why an employee decides to quit job is also impacted by the employer’s
organizational justice (Chovwen et al, 2014). Occupational stress is another factor that leads
to employee turnover (Montgomery, Blodgett & Barnes, 1996).
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Job hopping is a matter of importance for any firm. It is critical and costly according to Bonn
and Forbriger, (1992). Employee turnover means time and cost wastage on hiring and
induction process, training and loss of valuable knowledge attained by the person while on
the job (Chovwen et al, 2014). Gustafson (2002) estimated that the cost of turnover, for an
hourly employee ranged from 3,000 to 10,000 US dollars. According to Rigoni & Nelson
(2016), the replacement costs associated with an employee accounts to 150% or more of their
annual wages. This study also reported that in the US, millennial turnover costs around 30.5
billion US dollars every year. In 2012, Forbes reported that the average time that an
employee stays with an employer was 4.4 years (Meister, 2012). This was estimated to be
half the value for younger employees based on the data from Bureau of Labor Statistics.
It has a direct influence on the nation’s economy. For example, a study conducted on
Singapore, revealed that employee turnover has resulted in a productivity loss of more than
10 per cent in two-thirds of its organizations (National Productivity Board, Singapore, 1988).
Hay Group (2013) predicted that the number of employees expected to quit jobs globally over
a period of 5 years from 2013 to 2018 will increase to 192 million with a growth rate of 20.6
– 23.4 per cent. High turnover rate is problematic and has a negative impact on an
organization’s performance. A study conducted in the Silicon Valley, USA revealed high
rates of labour mobility among its computer clusters (Fallik, et al., 2006). Job hopping is
considered important among computer clusters as they help to transfer employees to giant
firms with huge innovations. In 1997, a group of HR professional bodies from Asian
countries like Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore were consistent in their opinion about
employee turnover that it has become a part of the “culture” (Asia Pacific Management
News, 1997). According to Iverson and Deery (1997), “turnover culture” is related to the idea
of quitting jobs being fair. According to a Robert Half survey, 57% of millennial agreed
unanimously when they were asked if job hopping was losing its stigma (Welch, 2014).
Hence, employees who are stable with one employer for a long period are pressurized to
leave the firm soon. In Singapore, the issue of job hopping has become a matter of concern
for the entire nation and is “affecting its competitiveness” (Chang, 1996).
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2.3 Financial instability of job hoppers and loan making decisions by lenders
The major drawback associated with changing jobs frequently is financial insecurity (Meister,
2012). Banks consider among other factors, the current and prospective profitability, the
borrower’s past performance, its industrial sector and how the borrower is placed in it.
According to an article from “Associated Press” (1999), job hopping result in financial
instabilities especially during retirement. Another article from the “The Street” says that
money lenders do not encourage of job hopping when customers look for housing loans or
other credits. Bruce McClary, representative for the National Foundation for Credit
Counseling, commented on this issue that loan seekers will find difficulty getting their loan
applications sanctioned when they have gaps between jobs and devoid of income for certain
periods in their job history (Chang, 2016). In addition, credit card companies are
apprehensive about job hopping borrowers as there are more chances of them delaying or not
making payments (The Street, 2016). Anil Rego, CEO, Right Horizons, an Indian wealth
management firm, supports the above statement by saying that "Professionals with nonregular streams of income or businessmen who report low profits will find it difficult to get
credit," (Mukherjee, 2013). When a customer with a history of job hopping every year or
alternate year applies for loans, banks place the customer in a ‘high-risk category’. This
means that the chances of employer change or unemployment in the future are high, which
leads to loan defaults. Hence, job stability is clearly an important aspect as far as loan
approval is considered. Job instability is a stage where an employee decides to leave their
employer and associated benefits (Shah and Hasnu, 2013). According to Greenhalgh and
Rosenblatt (1984), it relates to a “perception about the lack of power to remain at job in a
difficult situation”.
Lenders often assess the income and occupation history of the borrower, said Doug Lebda,
CEO of Lending Tree, an online loan representative. He however also adds, “Even if you’re
unemployed, your credit score would not be impacted as long as you keep making payments
on time” (The Street, 2016). It is important to maintain an above average credit score and is
used by potential lenders to sanctions loans (Rich, 2013). The credit score is “poor” if the
jobs are changed once every year, and if the credit score is low, there are more chances of the
loan being denied or having a loan with high interest rates. Hence, it is recommended that the
borrower foresees the risks associated with it. When a loan application gets rejected, it affects
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the credit score badly and hence it is important to make sure that the employment status is not
the reason for the same.
Credit risk levels with regards to educational loans are on the rise in Indian market
accounting to gross non-performing asset for education loans is around 6% in comparison to
2.6% for its overall retail portfolio during the year 2012–2013. As a result, there has been a
sharp decline in the growth rate of education loans in scheduled commercial banks (SCBs) in
recent years. Banks are also seeking credit guarantee protection from the government
With the increase in competition in India’s banking industry, both private and public banks
should not neglect the fact that their competitive advantage can easily be lost if they
experience a problem of non-performing loans due to increased job hopping.
2.4 Credit risk management
The primary function of all banks is accepting deposits and lending credits to its customers.
However, the lending business demands more attention as it has many risks attached along
with it. Several literatures have been made on credit risk management and bank loan
management which are crucial and it is instrumental in ensuring the success or failure of any
credit institution. Several researchers have argued that the financial sector is very crucial for
growing economies. In 2007, the financial crisis that decimated the U.S economy was due to
foreclosures of more than half of the housing loans (Bandyopadhyay, 2010).
Credit risk is associated with a probable non-payment of a credit offered by the bank (Nandi
and Choudhary, 2011). The lenders, primarily banks take credit risks that are in the form of
loans or credit cards (Kumar et al, 2011). Nandi and Choudhary (2011) defined credit risk as
“the probability of losses associated with diminution in the credit quality of
borrowers/counterparties or potential losses resulting from the refusal or inability of a
customer to pay what is owed in full and on time”. Factors such as “non-performing loans”
are attributable for failure of banks according to Lin & Mei (2006). Non-performing asset or
NPA is when a credit is not paid by the agreed date set by the bank or lender (Nandi and
Choudhary, 2011). Also, for loans taken by individuals, NPA refers to a “debt obligation”
and the arrear date is up to 3 months. However, for banks, NPA is a non income generating
asset (Nandi and Choudhary, 2011).
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Loans constitute around 60% of the total assets in banks and are the primary cause of credit
risks (Kumar et al, 2011). Credit risk is associated with defaulting of loans and other credits.
According to Herrick (1978), “taking of credit risk is a principle function of banks. The heart
of the banking business is not necessarily taking credit risk but assessing credit risk”
(Herrick, 1978). Credit risk management allows banks to monitor the credit limits
(Bandyopadhyay, 2010). In other words, it analyse the different risks that affects the credits
given by banks (Mohan, 2007). For all banks and financial institutions, credit risk
management plays an important role in the very existence of these organizations (Das and
Ghosh, 2007). Gestel and Baesens (2009) have identified the various steps involved in the
process of credit risk management:


Identification of Potential risks



Risk measurement



Treatment of risks identified



Usage of risk models

Credit scoring is the most successful risk management tool (Gestel and Baesens, 2009). It
utilizes the recorded data and statistical details to analyse the impacts that different borrowers
have on defaults or misconducts (Mester, 2016). Borrowers are given low scores for poor
loan performance indicating higher risks and high scores for good loan performance
indicating lower risks.
Indian banks underwent a restructuring in their Credit Risk Management system following
the release of guidelines for management of risk associated with credit lending by the Bank
for International Settlements in 1999 and RBI guidance note on Credit Risk Management in
2002. It includes derivative products such as “industry study, periodic credit calls, and risk
scoring and annual review of accounts” (Bodla B and Verma, 2009). A study conducted by
Anju & Muneesh (2014) evaluated the differences in credit risk management framework in
private and public banks. According to them, both private and public banks in India equally
followed credit risk management practices despite of the prior assumptions that private banks
were better. It also identified possible areas of improvement that could be used to strengthen
the same. On the other hand, Arora & Singh (2014) identified the problems and obstacles of
the credit risk management practices in the Indian private bank sector like, lack of training of
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bank employees, data management and inefficient IT system and the methods by which it
could be improved. Bad loans or problems loans are a major threat for a bank. These are
influenced by the GDP growth at the macro level and real loan growth, operating expenses
and bank size at the bank level (Abhiman et al., 2015). Another research report focuses on
management of credit risk management in commercial banks in India and recommended the
need to establish a sound risk management information system (Suresh et al., 2009).
Therefore, “a good risk management is good banking,” that implies more profits (Bodla and
Verma, 2009). The demand for credits, mostly loans have increased over time. This includes
both medium term loans and long term loans (Chaudhuri T., 2010). Therefore, better credit
risk models to study the status of borrowers will help Indian banks to evade credit risks
(Sophia, 2013).
2.5 Literature Conclusion
Previous research reports deals with the various aspects surrounding the credit risk
management framework in Indian banking as such. Although it is evident that job hopping is
on the rise in Indian organizations, there is literally no research done on the impact of job
hopping on risk assessment in Indian banks. Moreover, there has been no studies conducted
yet which focuses on job hopping as a primary factor having impact on loan defaulting.
The next chapter discusses the research strategies implemented for the study.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND METHODS
This chapter presents the various research methodologies chosen to obtain, analyse and
present the data for the research. This section will also explain why the methodology was
preferred over others. Ethical issues, limitations of the research and time horizon are also
taken into consideration.
3.1 Research, Research Methods and Research Methodology
Research: It is defined as the process by which a methodological enquiry or study over an
issue that prompts a new or enhanced information (Burns and Burns, 2008). Research can be
done by different methods as described in the sections below.
Research Methods: It refers to the various tools and techniques by which data can be
collected and analyzed for doing research (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008). It includes
questionnaires, observation, interviews, and statistical and non-statistical techniques.
Research Methodology: This refers to the “approach or paradigm which underpins the
research (Blaxter et al., 2010). Research paradigm was defined by Weaver and Olson (2006)
as, “patterns of beliefs and practices that regulate inquiry within a discipline by providing
lenses, frames and processes through which investigation is accomplished”. The term
paradigm was coined from a Greek word “paradeigma” that means pattern (Antwi and
Hamza, 2015). According to Olsen, Lodwick & Dunlop (1992), paradigm refers to “a pattern,
structure and framework or system of scientific and academic ideas, values and assumptions”.
Research paradigm is represented by a structure that consists of theories and methods that are
used by the researcher to do research. Saunders et al. in 1997 developed the “Research
Onion” that represents the decisions taken by a researcher during the period of conducting the
research. Therefore the research onion is used to describing the research process (Saunders
and Lewis, 2012). An illustration of the ‘research onion’ (2009) is shown in Figure 3.1 and it
consists of different sections namely research philosophy, research approach, research
strategy, research choice, the time horizons, and techniques and procedures.
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Fig 3.1: Research Onion by Saunders et al. (2009)
The methodology and research approaches are specifically selected to answer the research
questions outlined in the section 1.4. The research paradigm (Saunders, 2009) for this study is
as follows:
Research Philosophy

Positivism and Intepretivism

Research Approach

Inductive approach

Research Strategy

Qualitative and Quantitative

Research Choice

Mono Method

Time Horizon

Cross Sectional horizon

Technique and Procedure

Online Survey
Table 3.1: Research paradigm

This research has adopted the positivism and intepretivism philosophy with an inductive
approach. The data collecting used the mono-method quantitative, as the research seeks to
have an objective to identify the impact of job hopping on bank loan sanctioning procedures.
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The researcher adopted a questionnaire survey though cross-sectional method. The data
collected was analyzed by using statistical software and interpreting. The reason of each
method before coming to the central point on the research onion (see figure 3.2) will be
explained in following section.
3.2 Research Design
3.2.1 Research Philosophy
While doing the research, the research paradigms and the concepts of ontology and
epistemology have to be considered. Though the research design is influenced by the
researcher’s preferences (James and Vinnicombe, 2002), by following these aspects, the
researcher will be able to ‘connect’ his preferences to the research question (Blaikie, 2000).
According to TerreBlanche and Durrheim (1999), the research process has three major
dimensions: ontology, epistemology and methodology. Ontology is defined by Grix (2001) as
“the image of social reality upon which a theory is based as in an example of the claims and
assumptions that are made about the nature of social reality, claims about what exists what it
looks like, what unit makes up and how these units interact with it other”. According to
Blaikie (1993), ontology refers to the “science or study of being” and “claims about what
exists, what it looks like, what units make it up and how these units interact with each other”.
It governs research choices made for the study. The research strategy and methodology
chosen by the researcher is also influenced by the ontological position. Epistemology, on the
other hand, is closely related to ontology. It “considers views about the most suitable methods
of enquiring into the nature of the world” (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Jackson, 2008) and
“what is knowledge and what are the sources and limits of knowledge” (Eriksson and
Kovalainen, 2008). According to Blaikie (1993), it is “the theory or science of the method or
grounds of knowledge”.
3.2.1 Positivism
Positivism philosophy conducts to an observable social reality, in order to interpret and
understand a theory (Kumar, 2011). This approach is deductive and is done through
development of theory and testing hypotheses. According to Bryman and Bell (2011)
positivism reflects the philosophical nature of the scientist. Positivism approach should be
measured through objective methods (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008). Saunders et al., (2012)
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highlights that positivism may possibly carried out in a valuefree way. This means that the
researcher is seen as external or independent of the data collection and therefore may affect
the data. Therefore the researcher can maintain an objective view. Positivism is the best way
of investigating human and social behaviour (Burns and Burns, 2008).
3.2.2 Realism
The realism is very like positivism. Realism point of view likewise receives logical
methodology for making learning. Another regular route with the positivism is obstructing
gathering information and clarification (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Realism mirrors the
assessment of what our faculties show us is reality. That is to say, our faculties present to us
what is valid and that articles exist free of the human personalities. Hence protests can exist
autonomous of our brains (Saunders, et al, 2012). In this way, the realist's position changes
when the wonder changes.
Realism can be partitioned in two noteworthy types of realism methodology: Empirical and
basic realism. Bryman and Bell (2011) portrayed observational realism as essentially, the
utilization of proper strategies to comprehend the truth of experience through our faculties.
Basic realism distinguishes the truth of the nature request and occasions of the social world
just through the useful and hypotheses.
3.2.3 Interpretivism
The interpretivism epistemology is inverse to positivism. Easterby-Smith et al. (2008)
additionally named interpretivism as social constructionism. It is fitting in the connection to
business, administration and administration research keeping in mind the end goal to
comprehend

authoritative

conduct,

promoting,

and

human

asset

administration.

Interprevitism identifies with the social marvels study in their regular habitat. (Babbie, 2010)
We have to comprehend the contrasts between people as social performing artists, along these
lines enter in the social world so as to comprehend the world from our perspective. As per
Saunders and Lewis (2012), interpretivism is more subjective than goal. In this manner, this
methodology depends on deduction and sentiment individuals and clarifies social conduct.
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Interpretivists then again trusts that "the truth is different and relative" (Hudson and Ozanne,
1988). Subsequently, this type of exploration ignores an organized system and is "close to
home and adaptable" (Carson et al., 2001). For this situation both specialist and members
communicate and are reliant on each other (Hudson and Ozanne, 1988). This permits the
analyst to be interested in new data and learning all through the exploration subsequently
ceaselessly creating with the help of the members. The cosmology and epistemological
contrasts of positivism and interpretivism are exhibited in Appendix 1. Along these lines, the
components of both philosophical orders are connected to this examination.
This study depends on the exploration rationality of Positivism and Interpretivism. Positivist
philosophy recommends externality of the world (Carson et al., 1988). As indicated by
Hudson and Ozanne (1988) positivist metaphysics accepts on a "solitary target reality" that
has no impact of the scientist's convictions. The methodology for this situation is controlled
and organized (Carson et al., 2001). Specialists will isolate their own feelings and instincts
while directing the exploration with a specific end goal to utilize a discerning and sensible
methodology (Carson et al. 2001; Hudson and Ozanne 1988).
3.2.2 Research Approach
There are two types of research that we can choose in our research methods: deductive and
inductive (Bryman, 2008). In order to determine which research approach is the most suitable
to this study, we will look in more deeply follow.
Deductive approach is the most common way to link between theory and research. This
approach is based on observations to conclude from a set of premises (Kumar, 2011).
Deductive approach is seen from Saunders et al (2012) as a scientific research. The
researchers collect data to evaluate hypothesis or hypotheses related to an existing theory.
Then the result of the finding will modify theory or verify the theory Cooper and Schindler,
2008). The inductive approach is the opposite of deductive approach, which is based on
observations and empirical evidence to develop theory (Saunders, et al, 2012). The researcher
collects data to explore a phenomenon, identify themes and patterns and create a conceptual
framework. Thus the researcher generates and builds the theory (Collis and Hussey, 2009).
There are two primary research approaches on this research topic –
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Inductive. In an inductive approach, the researcher gathers information from observations
(Goddard and Melville, 2004). Inductive research “involves the search for pattern from
observation and the development of explanations – theories – for those patterns through
series of hypotheses” (Bernard, 2011, p.7). Once a considerable measure of information has
been gathered, the researcher will then sit down from data collection, venturing back to get an
elevated perspective of the information. At this stage, the analyst searches for patterns in the
information, attempting to build up a hypothesis that could clarify those patterns. Along these
lines when scientists take an inductive methodology, they begin with an arrangement of
perceptions and afterward they move from those specific encounters to a more broad
arrangement of recommendations about those encounters.

3.4 Research Choice
A study can be qualitative, quantitative or a combination of both. The qualitative method
allows us to study the selection of issues in depth and in detail, and allows project work not to
be constrained by predetermined categories of analysis. There are three choices of research
methods, mono-method, mix-method and multimethods (Bryman and Bell, 2011).

It

facilitates the compiling of in-depth information about smaller number of people and cases.
Therefore, it increases the understanding of the environment of study. The major shortcoming
with the qualitative approach is that it reduces possibilities of generalisation. In the other
hand, the quantitative method requires the use of standardised measures thus that the varying
perspectives and experiences of people can be fitted into a limited number of predetermined
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response categories to which number are assigned. (Cameron and Price, 2009) In this study,
mono method-quantitative research was appropriate to this research. Data were obtained
through self-administrated survey questionnaire; the quantitative research is the more relevant
method to suit, which examines relationship between variables. Furthermore this method uses
probability to ensure generalization.
The multi-method and the mixed methods research both provide more than one data
collection technique. The difference is the multi-method is restricting to adopt quantitative or
qualitative design, while mix-methods use quantitative and qualitative research. (Saunders et
al, 2012)
3.6 Time Horizons
According to Saunders et al, (2011) there are two types of time horizons, which are crosssectional and longitudinal. Cross-sectional research is a “snapshot”, it means researcher
conducts research over a short period of time, whereas longitudinal research refers to research
undertaken over a period of time and allows the researcher to track changes and
developments over this period.
The time horizon for this research was cross-sectional approach as the researcher is limited
by the time. This study is required to be submitted in August 22nd, thus the survey was done
over a short time.
3.2.3 Research Strategy
A research strategy is “a plan of how a researcher will go about answering her or his research
question” (Saunders, et al, 2012). The research strategy embraces to set up clear objectives,
chose the methods for research process and identify the sources for collecting data, although,
it is important to consider the constraints, for instance the access to information, time, cost,
and ethical issue. According to Kumar (2011), there is several research strategies that can be
employed: experiment, surveys, archival research, case study, ethnography, action research,
grounded theory and narrative inquiry. The choice of strategies is coherent with the research
design, in order to enable researcher to answer questions of research and conduct successfully
the dissertation delivery (Cameron and Price, 2009). This dissertation will employ survey as
an appropriate research strategy to answer the research question.
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According to Saunders et al. (2012) the survey strategy allows the collection of data from
large numbers of respondents in order to have result in objective view. Surveys can be used
to investigate within an organization but also outside of an organization. It is a common
strategy used in business and management research as it allows the collection of a large
amount of data, which is representative of the whole population. This strategy is economical
as results are acquired through the use of interview and questionnaire.
This research is based on quantitative method, and the survey allows the collection of
quantitative data. This strategy gives researcher more control in the research process
(Saunders et al, 2012). Furthermore, it is a cheaper way to have a representative of the whole
population though using sampling to collect the data. Then data were analyzed statistically to
generate the results to a population (Collis and Hussey, 2009).
The constraint of this method is the number of questions that the researcher could put in the
questionnaire was limited. Furthermore, the researcher spent time to ensure that the sample
chosen were well representative of the all population. Moreover, data analysis was also a time
consuming for the researcher, even with help of SPSS software that the researcher needed to
learn to use it.
Saunders et al's. 'Research Onion' helps to answer the research questions and to meet the
goals of this study, as it encourages various research strategies, for example, survey, case
study, action research, grounded theory, ethnography, and archival research. The research
strategy and design of this research will be aligned to the inductive approach that facilitates
the qualitative and quantitative methods, used for collection of primary data and secondary
data. Considering factors such as availability of resources during the conducting of the
research and the time constraints which has to be adhered to the apt research strategy for this
topic is surveys. Details regarding the same are explained in data collection.
3.2.4 Sampling - Selecting Respondents
The study is based on primary data collected from managers and customers of the following
Indian banks:
1. HDFC Bank
2. South Indian Bank
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3. Axis Bank
4. Federal Bank
5. Union Bank of India
6. IDBI Bank
7. Bank of Baroda
8. Co-operative Bank
9. Punjab National Bank
10. ICICI Bank
The banks considered for the research includes both private and national banks. Managers of
each of the above banks will be interviewed for data collection. The format of the questions
will be semi-structured as explained in the methodology. The questionnaire will be structured
and will be distributed to 100 bank customers coming from varying backgrounds. This study
will include individuals who have borrowed credits from banks over the years and who are
currently employed, who have been employed by other employers on the past, who are
unemployed.
3.3 Data Collection Instruments
Data collection for the study is of two types: Primary data and secondary data. Information
gathering is critical to all examination. Through this procedure, specialists amass
experimental material on which their examination is based. This examination utilizes
different wellsprings of essential and auxiliary information with a specific end goal to answer
the exploration question and meet the targets of the exploration. The examination includes
scholastic books, diaries and articles as auxiliary information. The essential information are
gained by means of Typeform, an online apparatus for making and distributed study to send
surveys to the letter drop of the respondents. The analyst additionally utilizes the immediate
dispersion and phone approach to gather essential information.
3.7.1 Secondary data collection
According to Saunders et al. (2012), secondary date is the existing data that previously
published, which researchers can access. The secondary data not purposely collected for
specific research. Researchers can found secondary data both within an organization and
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outside it. These sources exist in variety form: book, journal, newspapers, websites, public
record, company material, articles, and so on (O'Leary, 2004).
Secondary data for this research involve books found in a Dame Street and Aungier Street
library. There also involves some reviews from academic journals on Emerald and Business
Source Complete databases. Optional information set has been utilized to give the specialist
the primary information set for the examination and contrast and set in setting, the scientist
own discoveries. Scholarly Journals were more imperative as it gave data particular on the
bank range, while the course book leads on the hypotheses for this study. All the optional
information were referenced utilizing the Harvard reference style.
3.7.2 Primary quantitative data collection
Essential information is gathered for satisfying the necessities of particular examination.
Essential information does not yet exist and should be gathered. (Bryman, and Bell, 2011)
The analyst utilized the semi-organized polls to pick up the essential information. As per
Saunders and Lewis (2012) there is five courses in which the surveys may be convey: online
polls, postal surveys, conveyance, phone and up close and personal surveys. Creators
additionally highlight that reaction rates from polls may fluctuate from what the specialist
may anticipate.
In spite of the fact that Baruch and Holtom (2008) refered to by Saunders and Lewis (2012),
directed exploration on scholastic studies utilizing polls review, found that studies utilizing
online and phone circulation gained higher reaction rates than conventional paper-based
survey conveyance. Along these lines the analyst reached the study by means of basically
electronic and some phone conveyance approaches to gather essential information.
3.7.2.1 Semi-structured questionnaires
This exploration gathered essential information through semi-organized poll involved a blend
of shut and open inquiries. All members were asked the same inquiries in the same request.
(Collis and Hussey, 2009) The polls were finished namelessly. The reactions assembled in a
self-finish route through hyperlink to the genuine poll that the analyst sent to respondents in
theirs letter box or in their open social or expert space (Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter).
Surveys were additionally credited straightforwardly and reached by phone to a few
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respondents. Accordingly surveys are a bigger number of goals than meetings. Along these
lines, it rushes to gather data utilizing a poll. The utilization of this information gathering
system adjusts well to an exploratory methodology, which empower analyst to inspect and
clarify relationship between variables (Bryman and Bell, 2011).
3.7.2.2 Rational for Electronic questionnaires
This study employed electronic questionnaires. The researcher sent an email with a hyperlink
to Indian bank managers through mail, and with the help of friends and personal contacts.
They were kindly asked to answer the questionnaire and if they could, to also send to their
friends, relatives and colleague who knows bank managers. The hyperlink of the
questionnaire was also put in the social and professional website (Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn) and bank employees were also invited to contribute for completing the
questionnaire. Moreover, the researcher also put the questionnaire on the Internet forums.
The research chosen electronic questionnaires (Internet questionnaires) for several reasons.
As the research needs to have a large population, in order to gain effective result, electronic
questionnaires were cheaper than hard copy questionnaires. (Bryman and Bell, 2011).
Moreover, this method allows the researcher to take control of the respondents progressing
until they answered. Secondly, the electronic questionnaires are faster than hard copy
questionnaires. This method allows the researcher to research through a large population in a
short amount of time. Then electronic questionnaires allowed the respondent to following the
result online in real time, and have a summary of the result at any time. It was facilitated to
conduct preliminary analyses. The main disadvantage is that the sample group was limited in
this method. The sample was limited to people who have access to email or the Internet. It
also excludes those who have not the technological capabilities to complete the questionnaire.
3.7.2.3 Questionnaire design
Semi-structured questionnaires were administered to the respondents in order to understand
whether there is any impact of job hopping on loan sanctioning procedures According to Bell
(2005), review exploration was perfect for this sort of examination, which regularly uses precharacterized scales for the estimation. The shut inquiry could predefine answers. It permits
scientist to expect every conceivable answer with precoded reactions. Moreover, this
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configuration gave the expressive proof and the observational testing of hypothetical
measurements.
Sure of these themes were investigated utilizing open inquiries. This empowered respondents
to express their suppositions. In any case, the open inquiry can create a lot of information that
can take quite a while to handle and examine. Additionally the reactions will be succinct
because of the point of confinement space accessible to respondents (Bell, 2005)
3.7.2.4 Pilot test for the questionnaire
A pilot test was employed in this study. A pilot test was carried out in order to see if it works
and to detect eventual weaknesses in design (Saunders and Lewis 2012). In this manner,
issues distinguishing amid this eliminate could then sorted before attempted the genuine
exploration. The pilot testing was to help the scientist to recognize that all the importance of
the inquiries could be seen plainly by everybody. It is less demanding to right missteps at the
pilot stage than to need to recall information when the last survey was sent (Liu, 2013).. The
specialist tried the poll amongst her companions before sending to potential respondents. A
few inquiries utilized specialized and expert terms that were hard to comprehend by the
populace everywhere, hence those terms were changed in equivalent word words to be
simpler comprehended by all people.
3.7.2.5 The sample size
According to Saunders, et al, (2012), there are two sampling techniques available namely,
probability and non-probability. This study used the probability sampling. This is in
accordance with research processes utilized for the study, and furthermore it allows selection
of a fair sample from the bank employee population while in non probability sampling,
samples are chosen from a non-delegate population (Liu, 2013). Utilizing a completely
random sample for the study permit to have an equivalent possibility of the sample to take an
interest in the research (Bryman and Bell, 2011). Gathering information from an example is a
more sensible size for the analyst (Denscombe, 2007). In this study, questionnaires were sent
to bank managers and senior level employees of Indian banks in India. By choosing this
sample, it allowed to implement a mixture of views and opinions on the research topic at
varying levels of Indian banks. Knowledge improves as experience increases; hence, the
sample consisted of bank managers, vice presidents, associate level managers, branch
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managers, senior officer etc. This allowed a strong support on the findings of the research.
21 web-based questionnaires were filled. Among these there were responses from bank
employees working in National banks, private banks and different associates of the State
Bank of India. Therefore, this research has considered a sample that has a wide range of work
experience from just one year to 32 years.
Primary data for this study will be derived from questionnaire and interviews with bank
managers. Managers or head officers of a list of Indian banks shall be contacted over phone.
The Secondary data can be collected from journals or websites of the Indian banks. This will
be essential to collect financial data that might not be provided while collecting primary data.
The research was carried out by distributing the questionnaires to Indian bank who are
working at senior level designations in reputed Indian banks. Participants were informed
about the purpose of the research and the online link for the survey was also attached with the
email. It will also be made clear that the need for maintaining confidentiality of the names
and organizations will be obliged. The cross-sectional nature of the study allowed majority of
the data collection from a small sample of bank managers primarily concentrated in Southern
India. Questionnaire designed for bank managers consisted of both closed and open type of
questions. This allowed a two – way communication and helped to receive a reliable and
comparable competitive data.
Questionnaire was prepared using online survey making software called “Typeform”. To
increase the response rate of participants, reminders were also sent by mail. The questions
were designed to meet the research objectives of the research and also to test the hypotheses
and derive a conclusion based on job-hopping and credit risk management banks. The
demographic characteristics of the individuals were also be analysed. The questions were
related to the influence of customer attrition on banks due to job-hopping and the risk
assessment of credits given to customers. Thus the data obtained from the survey will give
the conclusion on whether banks should shift their focus on adopting a strategy that prevents
risks associated with customer attrition. The researcher had also set up a list of questions for
doing interviews over the phone so as to avoid delays in the research due low data availability
and time restrictions of the bank managers.
3.5 Research Ethics
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It was initially thought that the study would face ethical issues in terms of maintaining
privacy of participants’ or organization and voluntary nature of their participation. Earlier, the
researcher considered interviewing managers of Indian Banks for the primary source of data
collection where certain individuals might demand for a need of confidentiality. In such
cases, the contributions shall be obliged to be kept private. They might also have to give their
respective consents to be a part of this study. However, the data collection procedure utilised
for the study was a survey where the participants were required to fill in the distributed
questionnaires. An informed consent is critical for the research and hence information sheets
or consent forms were provided for all participants. Further, the softcopy or hardcopy of
primary data collected is securely stored and is also attached to this report in Appendix.
Therefore, ethical issues at the different stages of research, namely, designing research and
gaining access and collection of data, processing and storing of data, and analyzing data and
reporting the final findings (Saunders et al., 2009) shall be acknowledged and avoided in all
possible ways.
3.10 Limitation of the study
The major limitation of the study is that the due to time and budget limits, the questionnaire
could reach only a few among the huge collection of bank employees. This is also due to the
fact that the researcher was not physically present in India to distribute the survey herself.
The survey link was sent to a large number of Indian employees through their official email
addresses which were available from Indian bank websites and other sources. However, due
to data or internet protection policies of banks, mails got rejected and thus could not reach the
bank managers. Thus a good number of responses were missed.
The survey results are mostly from managers in South India due to availability of personal
contacts. It was also difficult to find and increase the sample as most of the contact details
available from bank websites and other online resources where outdated.
3.11 Conclusion
In this chapter, the various research methods and procedures adopted for this study has been
analyzed and the reason for choosing the above procedures are also discussed. The following
chapter will present the results and analysis of this research study.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
In this chapter, the final results and finding of the primary research is presented. Section 4.1
discusses the intentions behind utilizing quantitative approach for conducting the study.
Section 4.2 gives an idea about the background information about the people who responded
to the questionnaire. The sections that follow analyze the data collected from the
questionnaire responses and also relate it with the research questions of the study.
4.1 Quantitative data analysis and finding from the questionnaire
Collection of relevant data from managers or senior officers of different Indian Banks was
important for finding the impact of job hopping on loan sanctioning procedures by Indian
Banks. Therefore, a sample of 20 bank employees who serves as managers or senior officers
was considered for the research. A simple random sampling technique was implemented for
sampling. This means that the participants for the survey were selected randomly from
websites of banks. For the purpose of conducting this study, a questionnaire was designed
online using the online software called Typeform. Typeform allows creating forms, surveys,
questionnaires, polls, contests, quizzes or tests and even simple apps online for free. The
questionnaire had 25 questions out of which the first three questions were for identifying the
backgrounds of the respondents. Closed and open questions were both utilized in the
questionnaire (Reja et al., 2003). Once the questionnaire was set, Typeform gave the option
to share the URL on social networks or professional networks like Facebook, Twitter, Google
Plus, LinkedIn or by email. Moreover, the author has utilized her personal contacts for
sending the URL of the questionnaire to the professional as well as personal mail addresses.
The author has also sent out printed survey forms to bank managers wherever necessary.
Participants were given information about the purpose of the survey and regarding filling the
survey and submitting it online.
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4.2 Background information about respondents
4.2.1 Banks covered for the research
There were a total of 21 respondents for the online survey. The participants of the survey
worked for different banks in India. The research thus covers the top public sector or
nationalized banks and private banks in the country.
Table 4.1: Banks participated in the research
Bank Name
Axis Bank
Bank of Baroda
Canara Bank
Dhanlaxmi bank ltd
UCO Bank limited
Co-operation Bank Ltd
Federal bank
HDFC Bank Ltd
ICICI Bank
IDBI Bank
Indian Overseas Bank Limited
Muttoot Private Bank Ltd
Punjab National Bank
South Indian bank
State Bank of India
State Bank of Travancore
Syndicate Bank
Union Bank of India
YES Bank
Total
Source: Compiled by author, RBI

Bank Type
Private
Nationalised Bank
Nationalised Bank
Private
Nationalised Bank
Nationalised Bank
Private
Private
Private
Nationalised Bank
Nationalised Bank
Private
Nationalised Bank
Private
State Bank of India
& Associates
State Bank of India
& Associates
Nationalised Bank
Nationalised Bank
Private

Response Count
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
21

From Table 1, about 42.86% (9 out of 21 responses) of the banks that participated in the
research are nationalized banks. Also, a total number of 9 (42.86 per cent) private banks are
considered for the study (Figure 4.1). In addition to these, the State Bank of India and its
associates taken separately and gave a total of three responses (14.29 per cent).
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Figure 4.1: Group-wise split of banks participated for the study

4.2.2 Designation of the respondents
All the respondents were employees of different Indian Banks who served higher
designations. Majority of the respondents are serving as the Assistant Managers (23.8 per
cent) and Branch Managers (28.6 per cent). There were two Senior Managers (9.5 per cent)
and two Deputy Managers (9.5 per cent) in the survey results list. The rest of the participants
are doing the roles of Assistant Vice President, Senior Vice President, Managing Director,
and Personal Manager (for Loans).
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Fig4.2: Designation of respondents

4.2.3 Work Experience in the Banking Industry
Identifying the work experience of participants in the banking sector is important for the
research. Data given by respondents with many years of work experience can be treated as
more reliable for the research. Therefore, this research has considered a sample that has a
wide range of work experience from just one year to 32 years. Due to the reason mentioned
above, data given by participants with less than 5 years experience are not considered for the
research. This eliminates one out the 21 results received. Hence, this study is conducted on
the basis of data received from the 20 respondents with period of experience ranging from 8
years to 32 years.
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Fig4.3: Work Experience in the Banking Industry

4.3 Research Objective 1: To identify current loan sanctioning criterion of banks.
Prior to identifying the impact of job hopping on loan sanctioning by Indian banks, it is
important to understand the eligibility criterion that different banks follows to sanction a loan
at the moment. For this purpose, details such as the minimum age of the customer, overall
work experience of the customer, minimum years of work experience with the current
employer, and minimum salary received by the customer had to be identified. From the
survey results, it is evident that the criteria chosen for loan eligibility differ in all the banks.
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4.3.1. Customer's Minimum Age
From the survey results, the minimum age for customer’s to apply for a loan varies according
to banks. However, in general, for nationalized banks, State Bank of India & Associate banks
and private sector banks the customer should be of 21 years (Table 4.2). However, for few
private banks the age varies depending on the type of loans the customer has applied for.
Table 4.2: Loan eligibility: Customer’s Minimum Age
1. Customer's Minimum Age
Bank Name
Axis Bank
Bank of Baroda
Canara Bank
Dhanlaxmi bank ltd
UCO Bank limited
Co-operation Bank Ltd
Federal bank
HDFC Bank Ltd
ICICI Bank
IDBI Bank
Indian Overseas Bank Limited
Muttoot Private Bank Ltd
Punjab National Bank
South Indian bank
State Bank of India
State Bank of Travancore
Syndicate Bank
Union Bank of India

Bank Type
Private
Nationalised Bank
Nationalised Bank
Private
Nationalised Bank
Nationalised Bank
Private
Private
Private
Nationalised Bank
Nationalised Bank
Private
Nationalised Bank
Private
State Bank of India
& Associates
State Bank of India
& Associates
Nationalised Bank
Nationalised Bank
Private

YES Bank

Age (As per response
from survey)
21
21
21
20
21
18
21
18
Credit policy differ for
different type of loans
21
21
21
21
21
21
17
21
21
Depends on the type of
loan

Source: Compiled by author from survey results
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4.3.2. Minimum years of Work Experience
From the survey, the minimum work experience that the customer should have in order to be
eligible for loan sanctioning differs for different banks. However, majority of the banks look
for a minimum duration of 2 years job experience. Banks such as HDFC Bank Ltd,
Dhanlaxmi Bank, Co-operation Bank Ltd and Punjab National Bank are favorable for a
fresher with just 1 year experience who is looking for personal loans (Table 4.3).
Table 4.3: Loan eligibility: Customer’s minimum work experience in years
Bank Name
Axis Bank
Bank of Baroda
Canara Bank
Dhanlaxmi bank ltd
UCO Bank limited
Co-operation Bank Ltd
Federal bank
HDFC Bank Ltd
ICICI Bank
IDBI Bank

Work Experience in Years
(As per response from survey)
2–5
2
2–5
1
2
1 (After confirmation)
5
1
Credit policy differ on the
category of organization
2

Indian Overseas Bank Limited
Muttoot Private Bank Ltd
Punjab National Bank
South Indian bank

2
2
1
2

State Bank of India

2

State Bank of Travancore
Syndicate Bank
Union Bank of India
YES Bank

3
2
2
2

Source: Compiled by author from survey results
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4.3.3. Duration with the Current employer and Minimum wages
Majority of the banks approve loans for customers who are employed for at least 2 years by
the current employer (Table 4.4). Private banks such as Dhanlaxmi Bank Ltd and, HDFC Ltd,
YES Bank and National banks like IDBI bank and Indian Overseas bank require only 6
months or one year experience with the current employer. The minimum wages received by
the customer from their current employer to be eligible for loan application ranges from
10,000 to 25,000 Indian rupees per month (Table 4.4). However, most of the banks have the
minimum salary requirements limited to 10, 000 rupees per month. In addition, certain banks
have different salary requirements according to the type of loan the customer has applied for.
Most of the banks do not consider any salary requirements in case of educational loans. One
of the reasons is that the customers in these cases are students rather than employees.
Table 4.4: Loan eligibility: Duration with the Current employer and Minimum wages
Bank Name
Axis Bank
Bank of Baroda
Canara Bank

Duration with current
employer

Minimum Wages
(in Indian Rupees per month)

2
2

Varies for each type of loan, ie
Home loan, Personal loan etc
25,000
Varies for each type of loan

2
6 Months
2
1
2

Credit policy differ on
the type of loans
6 Months

20,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
Depends the loan requirement
and other loans taken by the
applicant
Credit policy differ for the type
of loans
15,000

6 Months
2
2
2

20,000
20,000
10,000
20,000

State Bank of India

2

State Bank of Travancore
Syndicate Bank
Union Bank of India

3
2

20,000
10,000

Dhanlaxmi bank ltd
UCO Bank limited
Co-operation Bank Ltd
Federal bank
HDFC Bank Ltd
ICICI Bank
IDBI Bank
Indian Overseas Bank Limited
Muttoot Private Bank Ltd
Punjab National Bank
South Indian bank

1

2

15,000
Based on ITR or salary
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YES Bank

6 Months

certificate, it may vary
Depends on the loan amount

Source: Compiled by author from survey results
4.3.4. Are these requirements same for all loan applications (Eg. House loan, Vehicle
loan, Educational loan etc)?
The purpose of this question in the survey is to understand the variance in loan eligibility
criteria. For different loans, most of the banks have different eligibility criteria. Out of the 20
samples considered, 85% banks have different requirements for the various loans the banks
offer (Figure 4.4). This constitutes 17 out of 20 samples. For example, from the survey
conducted, it is evident that State Bank of Travancore do not have any salary requirements
for Educational loan. However, the rest of the 15% banks have the same requirement for any
loan application. This constitutes 3 out of 20 samples.
Fig 4.4 Difference in Loan eligibility criterion for various types of loans offered by banks

Source: Compiled by author from survey results
4.4 Research Objective 2: To identify if banks are flexible with regards to loan
repayment based on 3 job hopping scenarios.
The purpose of this section is to identify if the banks are lenient according to the customer’s
financial backgrounds. Therefore, job hopping of a customer is considered in three different
scenarios.
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Scenario 1: Bank customers jumping to a new employer who pays more than the present job.
This means, that the customer is more likely to pay the loan amount in advance that allows
the bank customer to reduce the interest amount paid to the bank.
Scenario 2: Bank customers jumping to a new employer who pays them less than the present
job. This means that the customer will have to either find an alternative to pay back the loans
or seek options from the bank.
Scenario 3: Bank customers who leave jobs to be unemployed. This scenario is more risky in
terms of loan repayment. Customer is more likely to take time to pay back the loans.
4.4.1 Scenario 1: Bank customers jumping to a new employer who pays more than the
present job
The customers have different options given by banks in case they wish to pay back the
amount before the tenure period. From the survey, the banks do allow the customers to pay
back and allow settlement. This however, keeps the interest rate the same and few banks
provide lower interest rates. Hence, the loan account is closed and the bank will be able to
sanction a new loan with the employment.
4.4.1.1 Additional charges for prepayment
Majority of the banks from the sample do not charge additional costs for prepaying the loan
amount before tenure period. 14 out of 20 banks (70 per cent) considered for the sample
responded against additional charges for prepayment. However, banks such as Axis Bank,
Canara Bank, Union Bank of India and ICICI Bank takes additional charges from the
customer for paying the loan amount beforehand.
4.4.1.2 Is Scenario 1 profitable for the bank?
It seemed more likely to be a profit less scenario as the bank loses the interest that the
customer had originally signed up for, when they decide to prepay. However, the survey
result shows a different answer for the question about profits to the bank when the customer
pays back the loan before tenure period. 65% of the banks from the sample responded that the
scenario was still profitable for the bank. This constitutes 13 out of 20 sample banks from the
survey. As Fig 4.5 shows, only 35% of the banks responded that it was a profitless scenario.
This constitutes 7 out of 20 sample banks from the survey.
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Fig 4.5: Is Scenario 1 profitable for the bank?

Source: Compiled by author from survey results
4.4.2 Scenario 2: Bank customers jumping to a new employer who pays them lesser than
the present job
This scenario prevents the customer from paying the loan amount on time. Extending the
tenure period is a common action by the banks in this case. However, the monthly installment
amount (EMI) is not reduced by majority of the banks in these cases as seen in Fig 4.6 from
the survey response. 85% of the sample response supported this. 15% (3 out of 20 responses)
opted otherwise. Other common action by the bank in this scenario is asking the customer to
join a lower priced loan. In doubtful circumstances the banks may ask for settlement.
Fig 4.6: In scenario 2, will the customer be able to reduce the EMI to a lower value?

Source: Compiled by author from survey results
4.4.2.1 Additional charges
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Majority of the banks do not apply extra charges in this scenario. From the survey results, 17
out of 20 responses from the banks (85 per cent) support this statement. There were only 2
banks out of 20 (10 per cent) who mentioned that there will be additional charges in case of
scenario 2.
Fig 4.7: Is there any additional charges in this scenario?

Source: Compiled by author from survey results
4.4.2.2 Is Scenario 2 profitable for the bank?
The response from 20 banks shows that the second scenario is not profitable for the bank.
75% of the response supports this statement. Among 20 responses, there were 15 responses in
favor of the same. However, there was a 25% response from the banks that indicated that
when the customer leaves an employee to receive lower wages, it becomes profitable for the
bank with respect to the loan he has applied for.
Fig 4.8: Is Scenario 2 profitable for the bank?
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Source: Compiled by author from survey results

4.4.3 Scenario 3: Bank customers who leave jobs to be unemployed.
When a customer leaves the previous employer and is no longer employed, it reduces the
opportunity for the customer to pay back the loan amount. In these cases, the banks have two
methods to help the customer pay back the loan. In certain cases, the customers will be asked
to enter a daily payable or recurring deposit scheme. This is done by either taking up another
loan, or joining “chitty” or other recurring deposit schemes. Self employment is another
option, as there are various schemes available and will also make the customer eligible for
self employment loan schemes. If the customer is receiving termination/separation benefits
from the previous employer, the bank will also have the option to liquidate the loan through
those benefits.
In extreme cases, when the bank finds out that the customer is unable to pay back the loan by
any means, the bank will decide to go for settlement as per the bank settlement policies. The
decision is usually put forward after mutual discussions with the customer.
4.4.4 In Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 which is more profitable for the bank?
The bank managers were asked in the survey to choose the most profitable scenarios among
the three, and 95% of the responses were in favor of Scenario 1 where the bank customer is
jumping to a new employer that provides higher wages. There was only 1 bank (5 per cent)
that responded that scenario 2, was more profitable.
Fig 4.9: In scenarios 1, 2 & 3, which is more profitable?
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Source: Compiled by author from survey results
4.4.5 Importance to foresee risks associated with job instability on loans
The whole sample considers that it is important to foresee the risks associated with job
instability. 20 out of 20 samples (100 per cent) agreed to this statement as shown in Table
4.9. This means that the banks will have to take measures to prevent the 2nd and 3rd
scenarios as discussed in section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 where the customer faces difficulty to pay
back the loans on time.
Table 4.9: Do you think it is important for the bank to foresee the risks associated with
customer changing jobs and ending up in scenarios 2 and 3??
5. Do you think it is important for the bank to foresee the risks associated with
customer changing jobs and ending up in scenarios 2 and 3??
Variables
Yes
No

Response
20
-

Response %
100%
-

4.5 Research Objective 3: To identify if job hopping has impact on loan sanctioning?
Participants were also asked about their opinion regarding job hopping and its impact on
banks and loan sanctioning by their banks. This further helps to understand the importance of
the research topic and also gives an idea about the degree of impact.
4.5.1 Job Hopping of customers and impact on Bank
Respondents from different Indian banks who are bank employees with years of expertise
believe that job hopping does affect the bank but not to a great extend. Out of the 20 samples
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considered for the survey, 11 responses or 55% support this statement (Table 4.5). There was
25% of the sample which considered that job hopping of customers has a great impact to
banks. This constitutes 5 responses out of the sample. Only a 10% of the sample responded
that the bank was not affected by external factors like job hopping. Also, one of the
respondents claimed that at the time of loan sanctioning, supportive documents like land,
gold, and other strong sureties are provided, and therefore the bank is not directly affected by
the consequences of job instability of the customer.
Table 4.6: Do you think it is good for your bank if customers frequently change jobs?
6. Do you think it is good for your bank if customers frequently change jobs?
Variables
Yes, it affects the bank, but not to a great
extend.
Yes, it affects the bank to a great extend.
No, it does not affect the bank.
Others

Response
11

Response %

5
2
2

25%
10%
10%

55%

Given that job instability has an impact on banks to some extend (Table 4.5), the respondents
believe that the degree of impact belongs in the range of medium to high (Table 4.6). 35% of
the sample (7 out of 20 responses) has scored the degree of impact as 6 (Medium to High). 4
out of the 20 responses (20 per cent) believe that the impact on banks due to job hopping of
customers is medium. However, majority of the response from the banks indicates that the
banks do think that the impact of job hopping on its services is of higher degree. This ranges
from 5 to 9 as derived from the table below (Table 4.6).
Table 4.7: To what degree do you think it will affect the bank?
7. To what degree do you think it will affect the bank?
Variables
Low Impact – 1
Medium – Low Impact – 2
Medium – Low Impact – 3
Medium – Low Impact – 4
Medium Impact – 5
Medium – High Impact – 6
Medium – High Impact – 7
Medium – High Impact – 8

Response
4
7
3
3

Response %
20%
35%
15%
15%
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Medium – High Impact – 9
High Impact – 10

3
-

15%
-

4.6 Hypotheses
4.6.1 H0: Job hopping has no impact on loan sanctioning
This portion of the questionnaire aims to understand if there is any impact on loan sectioning
service by banks due to job instability of its customers. As discussed in section 4.3 of this
chapter, loan sanctioning requirements by banks does consider the job stability of the
customers. Although in section 4.5.1 the opinion about job instability and impact on banks
were diverse, majority of the banks think that it impacts the loan application procedures. Out
of 20 samples, 14 banks (70%) agree to this statement (Table 4.7). However, there is a 15%
(3 out of 20 responses) who strongly agreed about the impact. Additionally, there is another
15% (3 out of 20 responses) who disagreed to the same.
Table 4.8: Does job hopping among customers impact loan sanctioning?
8. Does job hopping among customers impact loan sanctioning?
Variables
Agree
Strongly Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
None

Response
14
3
3
-

Response %
70%
15%
15%
-

The response with regards to degree of the impact was diverse. It ranges from Low Impact
score of 1 to High impact score of 10 as shown in Table 4.8. However, majority of the banks
think that the impact of job hopping on loan sanctioning is more of Medium to Higher
impact. 8 out of 20 banks (40 per cent) have scored the impact degree to be 6 in the scale.
There are 2 banks (10 per cent) which believe that the impact is very high and scored it a 10
in the scale.
Table 4.9: To what degree do you think it will it affect loan sanctioning?
9. To what degree do you think it will it affect loan sanctioning?
Variables

Response

Response %
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Low Impact – 1
Medium – Low Impact – 2
Medium – Low Impact – 3
Medium – Low Impact – 4
Medium Impact – 5
Medium – High Impact – 6
Medium – High Impact – 7
Medium – High Impact – 8
Medium – High Impact – 9
High Impact – 10

1
2
8
2
3
2
2

5%
10%
40%
10%
15%
10%
10%

4.6.2 H1: Job hopping has direct impact on loan sanctioning,
H2: Job hopping has indirect impact on loan sanctioning
This section aims to identify the type of impact job hopping has on loan sanctioning by
banks. The banks are impacted by job instability of customers when they have loan
repayment delays or default loans (Table 4.10). 80% (8 out of 20 responses) of the customers
has responded that default loans will affect the bank. Lower income scenarios (4 out of 20
responses) as described in section 4.4.2 is another way by which job hopping affects the bank
as shown in Table 4.10. 15% (3 out of 20 responses) indicates that if the bank sanctions for
loans without asking for securities like collateral support, gold, or properties, it will affect the
bank. Another 10% (2 out of 20 responses) mentioned about situations where the bank is not
informed about the job change.
Table 4.10: How does job hopping affect the banks?
Primary Areas of Impact
Loan repayment delays/ Default loans
Loan sanctioning without proper
documentation or securities leads to
concerns
Banks not being informed about job
change cause delays to take further actions
Lower income scenario

Response
8

Response %

3

15%

2

10%

4

20%

40%

4.7 Conclusion
This section introduced to the findings of the survey conducted for the research. In the next
chapter, the three hypotheses are tested and also give answers to the research questions for
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this study. In the end, suggestions or recommendations will also be provided based on the
findings from the survey.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMANDATIONS
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section aims to answer the research questions based on research objectives set for the
study. The conclusion drawn by the author depends solely on the data collected from the
survey. Further, the hypotheses were tested by comparing it with the findings from the
primary data collected and the results obtained from the survey.
5.1 Research Sample
The survey yielded 21 responses from managers and associates from different banks in India.
As discussed in the introduction (Section 1.1.1), there are 91 banks that operate in India
currently including foreign banks, nationalised banks, private sector banks State Bank of
India associates.
Bank Type
Private Bank
Foreign Bank
Nationalised Bank
State Bank of India
Total

Bank Number in
India
20
44
21
6
91

Number of
Survey Responses
9
9
3
21

Percentage
45%
42.85%
50%
23.08%

Table 5.1 Research Sample (compiled by author)
From table 5.1, 23.08% of the banks from India were considered for the study. This survey
covered banks that are business giants in the banking industry of India like the State Bank of
India, Bank of Baroda, Punjab National Bank, Union Bank of India and HDFC Bank.
5.2 Research Objectives
The study conducted on top banks in India has helped to meet the objectives of the study and
also identify the impact of job hopping in its loan sanctioning procedures. In brief, from the
data collected, it is evident that banks are impacted by job instability of its customers. This in
particular, affects loan sanctioning procedures.
5.2.1 Research Objective 1: To identify current loan sanctioning criterion of different
banks.
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The survey results reveal that the loan eligibility criterion for various banks is different and
depend on the type of loans the customers apply for. However, in general, a working
employee of 21 years is eligible for loan application provided he has at least 2 years of work
experience and earns a minimum monthly salary of 10,000 Indian Rupees. However, based
on your professional degree, some banks allow loans after a minimum period of one year in
employment. For majority of Indian banks, the loan eligibility criterion differs for different
loans and also depends on the loan amount that the customer applied for. Loan sanctioning
procedures are influenced by the various external factors and are carefully assessed to reduce
the risks of loan defaulting.
5.2.2 Research Objective 2: To identify if banks are flexible with regards to loan
repayment based on different job hopping scenarios.
For the purpose of the research mainly three job hopping scenarios of bank customers with
loan accounts were considered. Table 5.2 clearly shows how job instability of customers
affects banks in terms of profitability.
Scenario
Job Instability

Impact on Customer
High salary
Low salary
Unemployed

How it affect Banks
Profitable
Not profitable
Risky

Table 5.2 Job hopping scenarios and impact on banks (compiled by author)
Firstly, when customers decide to leverage a new employer for better wages, he or she has
more savings and could opt for repaying the loan and closing the loan account. From the
survey, the normal procedure that banks adopt to assist the customer to repay the loan amount
is by keeping the same or lower interest rates. This further helps the customer to save his or
her credit score. In addition, this scenario is profitable or the banks. In the second scenario,
where the customer has moved to a less rewarding employer, the loan has increased chances
of defaulting and therefore, is not found to be profitable for the banks. To get rid of these
risks, banks assist the customer by extending the tenure period; however, the monthly
installment is not changed. Other common action by the bank in this scenario is asking the
customer to join a lower priced loan. In doubtful and rare circumstances the banks may ask
for settlement.
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Worst case scenarios, like unemployment, if not monitored will lead to loan defaulting and
could impact the bank. Unemployment can be due to involuntary or voluntary termination of
employment. Involuntary termination also includes retirement. Thus, there are high chances
that the loan is defaulted. When loans are defaulted, it makes the loan bad. In such cases the
customer can liquidate the termination/separation benefits to the loan account. Most of the
banks ask for details of additional securities while the customer applies for loans. This is to
prevent the risks of bad loans which is what credit risk management risk is about. However,
in other cases, customers have two alternatives given by banks:
1. Join a recurring deposit scheme
2. Self employment
When the bank finds out that the customer is unable to pay back the loan, it will decide to go
for settlement as per its settlement policies. The decision is usually put forward after mutual
discussions with the customer. According to the Managing Director, Co-operative Bank, “the
bank gives notice of one month; Help to renew the application by paying the interest. If not
done the land will be attached and go for option. Sometimes the sureties will be pulled out.”
The survey results show that, the first scenario is more profitable out of the three scenarios
considered. The stage where a customer leaves the organization, and is not working any
longer is risky at the same time. The banks unanimously agree about foreseeing these risks to
associate with job instability of its customers. Hence, as commented by an SBI manager,
“Banks need to ensure that its EMI is being credited regularly in the loan account. It has to
ensure that if the customer changes his salary account, fresh Electronic clearing system (ECS)
/ Standing instructions (SI) for the same has been obtained and registered promptly”.
5.2.3 Research Objective 3: To identify if job hopping has impact on loan sanctioning
Job hopping does not have a significant impact on banks. As part of credit risk management,
the banks make sure that at the time of loan sanctioning customer submit proof of supportive
documents like land, gold, and other strong sureties. However, the impact of job hopping on
its services is of higher degree. The various factors by which it affects the banking services
were identified as follows:
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1. Loan defaulting: According to Branch Manager, Union Bank, “if income is lesser
than the current or customer remains unemployed, it makes the loan bad.”
2. Loan sanctioning without documents or securities: Manager of Syndicate Bank
says that, “if they (customers) take loan with form 16 and 3 month salary slip without proper
sureties, the loan cannot be reimbursed.”
3. Banks not being informed about job change: Banks, in general, “will not be able
to identify the job seeking /changing of the employee class customer. The loans are
sanctioned as per the laid down norms by the bank”, says Assistant Vice President, HDFC
Bank. However, Assistant Manager, State bank of Travancore says that, “the person
(customer) may quit the job without informing the bank, it take time to find out the present
job. Certain educational loans were given without collateral support, re-payment on these
require time.”
4. Lower income scenario: Senior officer of the State Bank of India commented that,
“It doesn't affect the already sanctioned loans if the EMIs are being regularly paid through
their respective new salary accounts. However there are chances of loans being repaid earlier
if they are getting salary hikes.”
5.3 Hypotheses
The three hypotheses for the study were tested during the research based on the data collected
from the survey. These hypotheses will give the answer to the research question. It was
observed that job instability of customers directly impacted loan sanctioning procedures by
banks. The decisions that a bank makes before and after sanctioning a loan depend on the
financial stability of the customer.
What is the impact on loan sanctioning procedures of Indian banks due to rising job
instability among its customers?
5.3.1 H0: Job hopping has no impact on loan sanctioning
This hypothesis can be ruled out as the survey results clearly shows that the loan sanctioning
decisions are made by analyzing the customer and his or her financial stability due to their
employment.
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5.3.2 H1: Job hopping has direct impact on loan sanctioning
If the customer has to depend on the job, it might have a direct impact on the bank and its
loan sanctioning decisions. However, Manager of Federal Bank says that “if there is no break
in the payment, the bank has no problem”. The next section will support this statement.
5.3.3 H2: Job hopping has indirect impact on loan sanctioning
Table 5.3 clearly shows that for a customer, who is financially stable and do not have to
depend on his job for loan repayment, his or hers job changing decisions do not impact the
loan repayment. Hence either way the customer will be able to complete the repayment on
time. This means for a financially stable customer, credit repayment is easier and therefore,
banks are profited.

Scenario

Impact on Customer

Job
Instability

High salary
Low salary
Unemployed

Financial
Stability of the
Customer
Good
Good
Good

Does customer
repay the loan
on time?
Loan repayment
Loan repayment
Loan repayment

How it affect
Banks
Profitable
Profitable
Profitable

Table 5.3 Job hopping scenarios financially stable customer and impact on banks (compiled
by author)
Table 5.4 on the other hand shows a case where the customer is financially. Here, the
customer could repay the loan only from regular income. However, where there is no
additional financial support, the loan cannot be repaid on time. Thus, it is a risky scenario for
the banks and the banks will have to consider settlement or other procedures.

Scenario

Job
Instability

High salary
Low salary

Financial
Stability of the
Customer
Bad
Bad

Unemployed

Bad

Impact on Customer

Does customer
repay the loan
on time?
Loan repayment
Loan cannot be
repaid on time
Loan cannot be
repaid on time

How it affect
Banks
Profitable
Risky
Risky

Table 5.4 Job hopping scenarios of a financially unstable customer and impact on banks
(compiled by author)
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From Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, it could be derived that profitability of the bank is dependent
on the financial stability of the customer. Therefore, hypothesis H2 holds true. This means,
that loan sanctioning procedures are indirectly impacted by job hopping behaviors of the
customer. Instead of applying for a loan and facing rejection, first the customer will have to
check with the bank whether he or she is eligible for the loan. It is advisable to wait while
you garner valuable work experience than harm your credit standing by having your loan
request rejected. Therefore, customer’s employment status is not only important for his or her
career, but can also be the reason behind a loan approval or rejection.
Banks therefore need to focus on credit risk management that will focus on the financial
instability of customers due to job hopping. Credit risk management refers to reducing NonPerforming assets (NPAs) as much as possible. Thus for banks, credit risk management have
to see that the loans lent to customers is reimbursed or the bank may be able to get back the
loan amount. According to the bank manager of ICICI bank, “Credit risk management is the
main unit of the bank on deciding the loan eligibility of the customer, foreseeing and
evaluating the financial risk and also suggesting procedures to avoid the same”. Also, “Credit
Risk Management involves having in placed an effective Risk Management structure and a
set of robust Risk Management policies, which would enable the Bank to continually
identify, assess, monitor and control risks. It focuses on probability of repayment and
probability of default” according to senior officer, State Bank of India. It includes,
“Assessing & minimizing risk associated with the lending. Ensuring all guidelines and
policies of the bank are adhered”, according to branch manager of YES bank.
It is associated with reducing the non performing assets or NPAs as much as possible. Thus
banks need to take all precautions when a loan is taken or sanctioned. It should ensure that
the security or surety is adequate and proper. IDBI bank officer says “Managing the risk
created by loan repayment by seeing the risk associated of sanctioning a loan and
investigating the scope of getting a loan is also what credit risk management is about.”
If the loan is not being paid, the “banks have to assure that the assets say gold or property or
salary or surety, standard so that the loan is repaid”, says UCO bank manager. Syndicate bank
officer has an advice to for other banks with regards to reducing risks of loan defaults. He
says, “Avoid creating unwanted risk by giving loans and establishing a friendly relationship
with the customer so that the loan is repaid.”
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5.4 Recommendations for the study:
There study does not consider situation where the customer is a prospective student and
applies for educational loan in banks. This is primarily due to the fact that the loan
sanctioning procedures are different by banks in that case. Similarly, non residential Indians
might also be dealt differently by the Indian banks when they place loans. However, these
cases could be considered for future research as well.
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SELF REFLECTION AND LEARNING
This section of the appendix discuss about the various skills pursued by the author and the
personal development that has happened over the duration of the Master in Business
Administration course in Dublin Business School and the dissertation period. Furthermore,
the author will discuss plans to sustain and extend this learning.
A.1.1 Self Appraisal
The author is an above average student who completed both her schooling and bachelor’s
degree in India. Being an international student, the author was anxious to know how the
educational system works in Ireland. The educational system in Ireland is different from
India. In India, teachers invest more time on the course. Also with regards to the reference
materials, the tutors would advice more on the books which had to be gone through for
course completion exams. The author realized that in Ireland, students were independent.
Initially, the author faced difficulty understanding the lectures and hence it was important for
the author to have access to library books and other sources by which she could learn the
modules.
The library in Dublin Business School (Aungier Street) was of high standard according to the
author. The author found library class “Finding books, article and more” useful, particularly
for research purposes. In addition to this, the library was open almost all the time for the
author to access books offline and also to refer to online journals even at home. In addition to
these, the author also depended on library books such as “Doing research” by Thomas, Gary,
“Dissertations and project reports” by Cottrell, Stella and “Writing the winning thesis or
dissertation” by Glatthorn, Allan A for guidelines on writing thesis reports and preparing for
the same. Moreover, to effectively compose the thesis, the author had attended classes related
to “Writing assignment & Referencing” and “Thesis Workshop”. This helped the author to
understand Harvard referencing and implementing in assignments and thesis. The thesis has
been formulated using various sources as mentioned above.
Even though the notes were available in Moodle, the author wanted to listen to lectures and
take notes as it made it easier for the author to understand theory. The assignments during
course were a learning experience as it gave exposure to the real world examples. Also these
assignments served as practice papers that helped to complete the 20,000 word dissertation
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without any mistakes in referencing as the author had never used Harvard referencing before
the MBA course. She also understood the importance of depending on only on relevant
sources and journals rather than taking data from others. For dissertation, the research
methods lectures specifically that of the second semester made the author clear about the
research topic and the methodology.
The author wanted to do a topic related to banks as she would like to work in the banks in the
future. The author chose to identify impacts of job hopping affecting loan sanctioning
procedures as she herself is an example for the topic. Author was initially uncertain about
collecting data from Indian bank managers while she was staying in Dublin. Due to the same
reason, the author was confused when she had submitted the research proposal in semester 2.
However, going through the lecture notes and library books the researcher decided to do
quantitative research using online survey for 20 bank managers from different Indian banks.
The research process made it easier for the author to follow the procedures effectively. The
author was initially unclear about the format to follow and present the report. However, the
Dissertation Guidebook and the previous dissertation works helped her to proceed without
any hindrances. While the author had to select literature for the primary research, she had to
make sure that she does not get carried away and deviate from the research topic. The author
was surprised to learn that there were many literatures done based on credit risk management
and employee turnover. In addition, there were more new articles in websites related to job
hopping in comparison to the research proposal stage.
Time management skills
The assignments and group works have motivated the author to stick on to timings and
submit without delays. The author has been able to improve her time management skills. Be
it getting to the bus stop 5 minutes back to go to college, or getting inside the class on time or
logging into the library account to renew books, time is forever an important factor and the
author believes in the proverb “time and tide waits for none”. This has allowed the researcher
to balance and use time efficiently. During the dissertation period, the researcher needed to
plan the time: identify the most urgent task, and then schedule the tasks that have to be
accomplished in the right order. Limit every phase of the dissertation that had to done
according to the time that could be spent on each one. For instance, limit time to read
literature review and to write it, the methodology part, data collection and analysis, and so on,
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in order to accomplish the dissertation on time. Through the dissertation phase, the can work
more productive and accomplish tasks unhurriedly on time.
Team working skills
The MBA program offered the opportunities to improve team-working skills, as lectures
made teamwork up 50% of assessment. The teamwork let the researcher be aware that the
most important thing to lead a team to success is the commitment of each member within the
team. By working in a team the researcher learnt that teamwork allows people to take
advantages of synergy through the group and to be more productive than working alone. The
Working as a Team for various group works allowed me to organize individual work and
manage time for finishing the task. Team working is more and more present in the modern
working environment and nowadays many firms include this criterion at their hiring process.
Moreover, by attending the courses of the MBA, researcher has come to realize that is
fundamental to know how to work with team efficiently and to provide a productive work.
The researcher has improved her leadership, has learnt to manage and contributed ideas
inside group work. Team working skills would help the researcher to become a good manager
in her future career.
Interpersonal skills
Interpersonal skills were also developed though team working by resolving conflict inside the
team. Good communication skills may enhance the interpersonal relationship to help people
and to embrace social network, which will be a key point in my future career. Staying away
from home and its nurture, the author has now learnt to be responsible and independent.
Communication Skills
The course of Business Strategy taught by Ann Masterson allowed us to presentations and do
group discussions every Tuesday. These experiences let the researcher to practice
communication skills. Communication is a part of our daily conversation and according to the
most of alumnus and professional people in my network; they mention that if we know how
to communicate effectively, it will be an important key for an individual’s success in today’s
competitive workplace. The researcher has improved her communication skills during
presentation in front of the classmates: researcher has learned to speak to audience facing
them without reading notes, making eye contact and using body language effectively. The
Researcher can now speak more fluently with an audience. Ability of good communication
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will enhance career prospects. Even though the author has improved my presentation skills,
she still feels uncomfortable. Thus, the researcher will continue to work on her presentation
skills until she is able to attract audience during presentation.

Personal management skills
The researcher has also improved personal management skills. The MBA program allows
people to be independent learner. The author was able to display leadership skills appreciated
by the team members. This was a new experience, but being still in the learning stage, I need
to have exposure to such team works. A manager must able to manage workers. He is
responsible for planning and monitoring his team and taking corrective action when
necessary. Although, before starting to manage people, we need to learn first how to manage
ourselves such as to have positive attitudes and behaviors, to have initiative and time
management. These skills are very important in order to achieve successfully the researcher
career goal.
A.1.2 Learning Styles
Kolb (1984) defined learning as “the process whereby knowledge is created through the
transformation of experience”. There are two ways of learning according to Honey and
Mumford (1992). They are from teaching and by experience. Teaching includes lectures, case
studies and books. Experiences from everyday life are unconscious way of learning. Thus
learning is a continuous and life long process (Liu, 2013).

Figure A.1.4 Kolb’s learning cycle (Source: What-when-how.com, 2016)
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Kolb (1984) outlined four learning styles based on a four stage learning cycle (Figure A.1.4).
These four styles are described as below:


Activists (Accommodators): Activist enjoys the new information and experiencing.
They prefer immediate action and are open-minded, and enjoy challenge.
Furthermore, they are more intuitive and tendency to make decision by feeling. A
person who is activist is good at relating to others, thus they enjoy work with others.



Reflectors (Divergers): Reflectors prefer to observe carefully others and adopt a low
profile in discussions. They take time to looking at things from all possible angles and
collect data before coming to a decision. A person who is reflector is patient,
impartial, considered, cautious and thoughtful.



Theorists (Assimilators): Theorists approach problem logically, and adapt their
observation into theories. They are rational and opposite to activists in their decisionmaking. They enjoy planning, and experiment quantitative analysis. A person who is
theorist is précis, rigorous with analysis approach and has a clear conceptual thinking.



Pragmatists (Convergers): Pragmatists find it easy to influence people and change
situations. They are practical and make decisions quickly are opposite to reflectors,
which are more thoughtful, cautious and observing in their decision-making. A person
who is pragmatist enjoys challenges and takes risks in order to achieve their
objectives. They influence on the environment around them and get things
accomplished.

From student life, the researcher has acquired her personal learning style. In order to discover
her learning preferences, the researcher completed the Learning Style Questionnaire from
Honey and Mumford. Among the four learning styles, the researcher has discovered that she
is more like a Reflector. That means researcher learn by observing and thinking. Before
acting, reflector prefers to be prudent, collecting data, observing experiments, taking the time
to work towards and making appropriate conclusions. Thus reflector people like observing
before given their own opinion and like to look things from different perspectives (Honey and
Mumford, 1992), which matched to researcher learning style.

A.1.3 Plans to sustain learning
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As indicated by Mumford (1999), learning is the inside for most chiefs and experts.
Inspiration, need and premiums principally drive learning. So as to enhance our learning, we
have to make chances to try constantly new experience open doors and gather criticism to
audit our experience. Reflection is a critical part amid the learning procedure. As indicated by
Barclay (1996), reflection gives individuals the chance to gain from errors and casual open
doors. What's more, it grants us to require investment to consider and think about what we
have done. Subsequently, we can take in more viably by looking into every event that has
occurred. In this manner, reflection is a key component in the learning procedure. As living in
an information based society, learning and enhancing aptitudes were on the analyst essential
instructive objective. This is likewise the reason that the author stepped up with regards to
attempt the MBA program. Learning is long lasting procedure (Honey and Mumford,1992)
and will never end. Clearly, the scientist will keep on learning amid future profession.
Thusly, it will be limitlessly vital to wind up a compelling long lasting learner.
A.1.4 Conclusion
To sum up, MBA course duration and the dissertation phase has helped the author to attain
the skills necessary for her future career. It has improved her interpersonal skills and
professional skills. Therefore the author feels more confident to face the real world and is
anxious to see what the future hold for her after the degree completion.
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APPENDICE
Generic survey distribution communication note:
(Distributed through Email)
Title: Survey for MBA thesis from Bank Managers
Respected Sir/Madam,
I am Maria George, a student from Dublin Business School based in Ireland. I am currently
doing Masters degree in Business Administration in Finance and IT. For the completion of
the masters degree i need to complete my thesis, which is based on the topic "Impact of job
instability among bank customers on banking services in India". I therefore need to collect
data from Indian bank managers.
Please spare 5 to 10 minutes time to complete the survey which is available on the below
link:
https://mg24.typeform.com/to/lTElEF
All information given will be kept confidential and is used only for the purpose of analysis
for the thesis. If you have any clarifications, please contact me (10316509@dbs.ie) or my
supervisor Shawn Hayden (Shawn.Hayden@dbs.ie).
Thanks & Regards,
Maria George
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Questionnaire
Thank you for showing interest in participating in my research. This survey is for the purpose
of completion of the dissertation work for my MBA degree. My research topic is based on a
recent finding that job hopping among Indians, especially of the age groups 25 to 35 is on the
rise. The primary objective of the research is to identify if this fact has any impact on banks.
This is a 5 - 10 minute survey and will be open until 15th August 2016. In case of any
queries please revert to 10316509@dbs.ie.

1. Participant Details
 Name of the Participant
 Bank Name
 Designation
 Years of experience in banking sector
2. Do you think it is good if customers frequently change jobs?
 Yes, it affects the bank to a great extend.
 It does affect the bank, but not to a great extend.
 It does not affect the bank.
 Other
3. To what degree do you think it will affect the bank?

4. Does job hopping among customers impact loan sanctioning?
 Strongly Agree
 Agree
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 Disagree
 Strongly Disagree
 Other (please specify)
5. To what degree do you think it will affect loan sanctioning?

6. How does it affect loans taken from the bank?
7. What are the requirements that your bank asks for when a customer applies for a loan (in
terms of job duration)??
 Customer's Minimum Age
 Customer's Work experience
 Duration with current employer
 Minimum income for eligibility
8. Are these requirements same for all loan applications (Eg. house loan, vehicle loan,
educational loan etc)??
 Yes
 No
9. Scenario 1: Bank customers jumping to a new employer who pays more than the
present job.
a. If the customer could pay back the loan amount prior to the loan period, what is the normal
procedure your bank for the same?
b. Is there any additional charges for the same?
c. Is scenario 1 this scenario profitable for the bank?
 Yes
 No
10. Scenario 2: Bank customers jumping to a new employer who pays them less than the
present job.
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a. In scenario 2, if customer is receiving a lower wage, will they be able to reduce the EMI to
a lower value?
 Yes
 No
b. What is the normal procedure done by the bank in scenario 2?
c. Is there additional charges for the same?
d. Is scenario 2 profitable for the bank?
 Yes
 No
11. Scenario 3: Bank customers who leave jobs to be unemployed.
a. In scenario 3, how does the bank help a customer to pay back the loan he has applied for?
b. How does the bank reduce the risks associated with a customer in Scenario 3? For
example, if the customer is not able to pay the money back?
12. In Scenarios 1, 2 and 3, which is more profitable for the bank?
 Scenario 1
 Scenario 2
 Scenario 3
13. Do you think it important for the bank to foresee the risks associated with customer
changing jobs and ending up in scenarios 2 and 3??
 Yes
 No
18. What does credit risk management mean to your bank?
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Survey statistics (Source: Typeform)

a. Unique Visits

b. Total visits
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